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Keywords

second model measures the energy needed to write data
into memory. From these two models, we propose to
optimize the protograph so as to minimize the decoder
energy consumption, while guaranteeing a certain performance level fixed as a criterion. As a result, we obtain
two protographs that minimize the decoder energy consumption, while showing performance close to the protograph optimized without energy constraint.
To finish, we extend our approach to the case where the
LDPC decoder operates under faulty hardware. We incorporate into the energy models the proportion of faults
introduced inside the decoder. We then optimize both
the amount of faults and the quantization level so as to
minimize the decoder energy consumption.
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Summary
Energy consumption of electronic systems has become a
major issue, both for environmental reasons and to augment the learning ability of systems with strict energy
budgets. In communication systems, the standard approach consists of reducing transmission energy. However, it was shown in [1] that for short-distance communications, the energy consumption of the receiver becomes
non-negligeable compared to the transmission energy. In
this context, this paper considers the design of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes that both show energy
efficiency and good decoding performance.
For this problem, [6] considers hard-decision decoders,
and proposes two models to represent the energy consumption. The first model considers the decoding complexity, and the second one measures the energy needed
for data transfer inside the decoder. In addition, [4] considers discrete message alphabets and evaluates the
memory requirements of the decoder. To finish, [5] optimizes the code degree distribution in order to reduce
the decoding complexity, but does not explicitly relate this
complexity to the decoder energy consumption.
In this paper, we consider a quantized Min-Sum decoder
which, due to its discrete nature, can be easily implemented on a circuit. In addition, we consider LDPC codes
constructed from protographs. Protographs allow to build
Quasy-cyclic LDPC codes which are also very convenient for LDPC encoder and decoder implementation [3].
We use density evolution to evaluate the decoding performance of the Min-sum decoder for a given protograph,
and we apply the method of [2] to predict the finite-length
performance of the decoder.
We then introduce two models to evaluate the decoder
energy consumption of the quantized Min-Sum decoder
for a given protograph. The first model evaluates the
number of operations realized by the decoder, and the
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